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With projected expenditures of $49.4 billion, Hispanics
enjoy shopping for apparel and footwear not only for
themselves but for other adults and children as well.

Despite this, growth in the category is projected to be
moderate, as Hispanics continue to look for value in the

purchases they make.

This report looks at the following areas:

When shopping, finding the right fit sometimes can be difficult for Hispanics, as sizes between stores
and brands are inconsistent and they need to go to several stores to find what they are looking for.
Due to these factors, Hispanics tend to prefer in-store shopping over online shopping, so they can
ensure the right fit before buying.
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As household income increases, value continues being a priority
Figure 49: Hispanics’ attitudes toward shopping for clothing and footwear – Sales/value, by gender and age, October 2015
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